Abstract. Software product line engineering combines the individual developments of systems to the development of a family of systems consisting of common and variable assets. In this paper we introduce the process algebra PL-CCS as a product line extension of CCS and show how to model the overall behavior of an entire family within PL-CCS. PL-CCS models incorporate behavioral variability and allow the derivation of individual systems in a systematic way due to a semantics given in terms of multi-valued modal Kripke structures. Furthermore, we introduce multi-valued modal µ-calculus as a property specification language for system families specified in PL-CCS and show how model checking techniques operate on such structures. In our setting the result of model checking is no longer a simple yes or no answer but the set of systems of the product line that do meet the specified properties.
Introduction
A software product line is a set of software intensive systems sharing a common, managed set of features that satisfy the specific needs of a particular market segment or mission and that are developed from a common set of core assets [CN02] . Developing a set of related systems as a product line, rather than every system individually, enables the systematic exploitation of synergy effects. Product line concepts are, for example, widely used in automotive production, in order to allow for individuality and high customizability of vehicles, while at the same time keeping production cost low.
Modern vehicles are controlled by large sets of configurable electronic control units (ECUs) which communicate via buses and gateways. In other words, they are highly individual, distributed, embedded systems on wheels. Due to the prevalence of new technologies, the complexity of vehicle systems will increase further. In order to be able to guarantee high quality, security and safety requirements in future, the application of formal verification and analysis techniques get more and more essential. However, in order to be effectively applied in a product line context, formal modeling approaches as well as the applied formal verification techniques, need to efficiently cope with variability.
Despite their importance for the development of software intensive systems, formal modeling and especially verification techniques for product lines do not yet meet the industrial needs.
Kishi et al. in [KNK05] proposed to use traceability in a product model in order to automatically compose subsystem models of a configuration in order to model check that configuration. With this approach it is possible to automate the composition of configurations, but it is still necessary to model check a model for each configuration separately.
Modular verification approaches like the one introduced by Li, Krishnamurthi and Fisler [LKF05] use compositional verification techniques in order to infer properties of an assembled system from the properties of its assets. Interfaces of feature-oriented modules contain constraints, similar to verification conditions that other modules must satisfy at composition time. In their approach, these conditions are automatically derived during feature verification. Configurations are verified individually, but results for partly integrated configurations and modules, which have already been verified, can of course be reused.
Larsen et al. defined a behavioral variability model for product line development based on modal I/O automata [LNW07] , which are an extension of Larsen's and Thomsen's Kripke modal transition systems [LT91] . Their aim is not to verify product specific functional properties for configurations, but rather to verify the error free combinability of interfaces. Error free composition is characterized by the absence of deadlocks. It is not required that all possible configurations give an error free composition, but only that there exist configurations that can avoid errors under suitable use.
Kripke modal transition systems are used in [FUB07] to study the notion of behavioral conformance in the setting of software product lines.
In our approach we model the functional behavior of an entire product family in a single model which explicitly incorporates behavioral variability. Compared to other approaches which also contain the concept of variability in arbitrary development assets such as requirement specifications, design models or test models [PBvdL05] , we have included the variability information into the behavioral model. In particular, the concept of variability is also considered in the semantical model. In contrast to other techniques, our model and the respective semantics allow the application of model checking techniques. By this, we can reduce typical questions from product-line engineering to model checking problems.
More specifically, this paper introduces PL-CCS as a variant of Milner's CCS [Mil95] designed to model the interaction of software components used in software product lines. While Milner's CCS is well-suited for describing the communication of (closed) software systems, it lacks support for defining a set of systems. We extend CCS by a variants operator ⊕, which allows to model alternative behavior, i.e. alternative processes, with the meaning that only one of the alternative processes will be existing in the final (running) system. The semantics of an PL-CCS system is defined in terms of a labeled transition system for product lines (PL-LTS), which is essentially a multi-modal Kripke structure extending Kripke modal transition systems [LT91] . Abstracting from the specification concept on top (in our case extended CCS), a PL-LTS assigns a semantics to the so far only vaguely defined notion of variability. Note that de Nicola et. al. [VN98] and Majster-Cederbaum [MC01] introduce as well an ⊕-operator which represents a form a variability. However, the approach is not tailored to product lines and does not study the question of verification.
The main benefit of the proposed modeling formalism is that it caters for automatic verification by model checking. We introduce the multi-valued modal µ-calculus as combination of Kozen's modal µ-calculus [Koz83] and multi-valued µ-calculus as defined by Grumberg and Shoham [SG05] , yielding a property specification language suitable for specifying and checking properties of PL-CCS programs. More specifically, the result of model checking a property for a PL-CCS program is the set of configurations satisfying the property at hand and not only the answer if the property holds or not.
Product-Line CCS
In this section we introduce PL-CCS as an extension of Milner's process algebra CCS [Mil95] . PL-CCS is designed for modeling the behavior of an entire product line in a way especially suitable for automatic verification by model checking.
Product Lines
Before giving a formal approach to our notion of product lines, let us consider an example, and derive our formalism in an intuitive manner. Hereby, we will also fix the terminology we use in the rest of this paper, mostly following [CN02] , where a product line is considered to be a set of systems sharing a common, managed set of features that satisfy the specific needs of a particular market segment or mission and that are developed from a common set of core assets.
As usual, we consider individual systems (products) that are built from subsystems in a compositional manner. Following CCS, we model the behavior of a system as well as its subsystems as processes. The parallel operator known from CCS can be used to express that the behavior of the compound system is defined by the parallel execution of its subsystems. For example, a car C consists-amongst other things-of an engine E, a locking system LS , and an infotainment system IS , which operate in parallel. This is denoted as:
In the product lines we consider, subsystems may be realized by alternative variants. Entire subsystems may even be optional. For example, vehicles may be equipped with different locking systems, such as (i) a central locking system LS central controlling the locking of all doors, or alternatively (ii) a locking system LS keyless , which allows remote keyless entry via a key fob. Such variants can be specified in PL-CCS using the binary variants operator ⊕. The usage of the variants operator can be understood as offering a set of possible "choices" realizing a variant. Thus, the locking system can be specified as follows:
As not all vehicles in the specified product line may be equipped with an infotainment system, we enrich PL-CCS with an optional operator , allowing the infotainment system to be declared as optional, written as:
Both, the variants operator and the optional operator define a variation point. Given a PL-CCS model for an entire product line, individual systems can be derived by making decisions for all variation points. More precisely, choosing for every variants operator one variant and for every optional operator whether the optional subsystem is present or not, yields a specific configuration. The configuration then defines uniquely one system, also called product, that is derivable from the product line. Note that CCS offers an operator + for expressing non-deterministic choice. Although our variants operator ⊕ is to some extent similar to the CCS +, there are several important conceptual as well as formal differences between both. Thus, both operators are essential for PL-CCS (see also Rules 12 and 13 in Section 2.3).
PL-CCS -Syntax
In this section we introduce the syntax of PL-CCS programs, which allows us to define design models for software product lines.
Let Id be a finite set of process identifiers and Σ by a finite set of input actions. Usually, P, Q, P 1 , . . . range over process identifiers and a, b, . . . range over input actions. As in CCS, let A = Σ ∪Σ ∪ {τ } represent the set of communication actions, where τ ∈ Σ ∪Σ represents the silent action, and,Σ = {ā | a ∈ Σ} is the set of output actions. Usually, α, β, . . . range over communication actions. By Nil , we denote the atomic idle process.
The set P of all PL-CCS process expressions (or short processes) is generated by the following grammar:
where Q ∈ Id is a process identifier, α ∈ A is an action, L ⊆ A is a set of action labels, and f : A → A is a renaming function, i. e. a function respecting f (ā) = f (a) and f (τ ) = τ . Thus, syntactically, PL-CCS extends CCS [Mil95] only by the binary variants operator ⊕. An optional-operator can be added to PL-CCS as the syntactical abbreviation:
In Section 2.3, where PL-CCS semantics is discussed, we will see that this abbreviation meets our intuition, allowing us to confine in this technical presentation of PL-CCS to the variants operator ⊕ only.
A process definition is an equation of the form P def = e, where P ∈ Id is a process identifier and e ∈ P is a PL-CCS process. We specify the behavior of an entire product family by a PL-CCS program: A PL-CCS program Prog is a tuple (E, P 1 ), where E is a finite set of process definitions and P 1 ∈ Id is the distinguished main process identifier of Prog. Typically, we denote a PL-CCS program by listing its equations, assuming that the left-hand side of the first equation is the main process identifier. Thus, we usually write only the set of defining equations as shown aside.
. . . Well-formed PL-CCS programs. Our goal is to model software product lines which require only an a priori finite number of decisions taken at variation points when deriving a specific system, which is the case for all product lines relevant in practice. So far, however, as in CCS, PL-CCS allows the creation of new processes by using the parallel operator within recursive process definitions. In combination with our ⊕-operator this may potentially result in an unbounded number of variation points.
To avoid this, we consider only a (syntactically) restricted subset of all PL-CCS programs. The syntactical restriction is achieved by three conditions: completeness, finitely configurable, and fully expanded, that are used to derive the notion of well-formed systems. For such well-formed PL-CCS programs we can define a compositional semantics (see section 2.3) which is exactly what we require from a product line approach. In the remainder of the section we successively introduce the syntactical restriction.
Definition 1 (complete PL-CCS program).
We call a PL-CCS program with the set of process definitions {P 1 def = e 1 , . . . , P n def = e n } complete, if all process identifiers P i on the left-hand sides of the defining equations are pairwise distinct and the defining equations e 1 , . . . , e n contain only process identifiers in the set {P 1 , . . . , P n }.
In the following, we consider only complete PL-CCS programs. Now, we turn towards the definition of a dependency graph of a PL-CCS program, which-similar to a control flow graph for programming languages-reflects the dependencies of process definitions in a program.
For a PL-CCS process e, let pt(e) denote the parse tree of e defined in the usual manner as a tree labeled with operator symbols or process identifiers (in leafs). Given a complete PL-CCS program {P 1 def = e 1 , . . . , P n def = e n }, P 1 , we define its program dependency graph as the directed labeled graph given as follows: Its nodes comprise those for left-hand sides of the equations, labeled P 1 , . . . , P n , together with the nodes of the parse trees for the right-hand sides of the equations. Its edges comprise the edges of the parse trees plus edges connecting left-hand sides of equations P i to the roots of parse trees of the corresponding right-hand sides e i . Additionally, we add edges from leafs of the parse trees labeled P i to the node for the left-hand side of equation P i = e i . As an example, consider the following PL-CCS program whose program dependency graph is shown in Figure 1 .
We call a node labeled Q reachable from a node labeled P if there exists a path from P to Q in its program dependency graph.
Intuitively, a program dependency graph reflects the dependencies between the process identifiers of a PL-CCS program with respect to its defining equations. A cycle in this graph that contains a node labeled by a parallel operator might represent a recursive process definition "spawning" an arbitrary number of copies of its own. If in such a context, the variants operator ⊕ comes into play, an unbounded number of configuration selections would be possible. We therefore consider in the following PL-CCS programs which forbid such a situation and thus are configurable within finitely many configuration selections.
Definition 2 (finitely configurable PL-CCS program). We call a complete PL-CCS program finitely configurable, if its program dependency graph has no cycle containing a node labeled with from which a node labeled with ⊕ is reachable.
Consider Figure 1 . While there is a cycle from P back to P from which a ⊕-operator is reachable, the program is finitely configurable as this cycle does not contain a node labeled . If instead P def = (α.P ) (Q Q), the program would not be finitely configurable, as the cycle from P to P would contain the parallel operator, and, still the ⊕-operator of the second equation is reachable.
Note that the definition of finitely configurable does not characterize the programs that are configurable within finitely many configuration selections, but is just a sufficient condition. However, as it is (already) undecidable whether a CCS program yields a finite or infinite state system, it is easy to see that it is also undecidable whether the transition system defined by a PL-CCS program would make use of only finitely many configuration selections. In the following, we therefore consider only on finitely configurable PL-CCS programs. There is a further restriction we want to make. Consider the two independent systems P and R:
When considering the left system P one might understand its meaning as follows: (i) P consists of two "instances" of the same variation Q. Hence, one selects once between Q 1 and Q 2 and follows this choice for any occurrence of Q in P . However, if we would specify P by expanding the definition of Q in the definition of P , we would get a system like R, which represents another intention: (ii) In R, we now have two (independent) variation points, which-though offering the same variants Q 1 and Q 2 -might be configured differently from each other. So far, the structural semantics rules, as we introduce them in Section 2.3, are only compositional for meaning (ii). Therefore-for the scope of this paper and to simplify the technical treatment-we only consider systems like R, where every variants operator can be configured independently from the configuration of other variation points. Note, that it is easy to extend our formalism to actually cope with both meanings, by introducing a second alternative operator with a suitable semantics for the case of P . However, as this would make the current presentation more technical, we refrain from giving this extension in this paper.
In order to allow only systems as in (ii), we consider only fully expanded PL-CCS programs: Note, that a finitely configurable PL-CCS program which is not fully expanded can be transformed into an equivalent fully expanded version. 1 The Definitions 1 to 3 allow us to characterize the set of well-formed PL-CCS programs, which will be the basis for the rest of this paper.
Definition 3 (fully expanded PL-CCS program

Definition 4 (well-formed PL-CCS program). A PL-CCS program is well-formed, if it is complete, finitely configurable, and fully expanded.
The rational for the syntactical restrictions leading to Definition 4 is that in a wellformed PL-CCS program we can easily label each variants operator with a unique natural number by parsing over the PL-CCS program and attaching a fresh number to every occurrence of a variants operator. This allows us to precisely define the concept of a variation point: We call a uniquely labeled variants operator with number i ∈ N, denoted by ⊕ i , a variation point.
In practical applications, not all combinatorially possible configurations are meaningful or allowed for various non-functional reasons. For example, recall the example from Section 2.1: An OEM might always provide the more advanced keyless locking system whenever a premium infotainment system is selected. Thus, whenever the (optional) infotainment system is chosen, we have to select the keyless variant as well. Such non-functional dependencies between different subsystems are usually captured in a feature model. In their mathematical essence, feature models define a restricted set of configurations. The framework described in this paper does not include such a dependency model and has to be extended to cope with such restrictions. However, to keep the presentation simple, we defer the formal treatment of such feature dependencies to our future work.
Semantics of a PL-CCS Program
In the following, we define the semantics of a PL-CCS program. More precisely, we introduce three different semantics, the flat semantics, the unfolded semantics, and the configured-transitions semantics, and show how they are related. Basically, the first two semantics are only introduced to motivate and justify the final semantics, the configured-transitions semantics, which will be an appropriate basis for model checking described in Section 3.
Flat Semantics
The flat semantics reflects the intuitive understanding of a PL-CCS program: Every PL-CCS program can be understood as the set of all (plain) CCS programs that can be derived by a total configuration of the PL-CCS program. More precisely, given a well-formed PL-CCS program, we choose for every variants operator either the process term on its left-or right-hand side and remove all the unselected terms together with the respective ⊕ symbols from the PL-CCS program. For every such configuration, this procedure results in a plain CCS program, which can be understood in the usual way, e.g. with the semantics described by Milner [Mil80] .
Technically, given a well-formed PL-CCS program Prog with n ∈ N variants operators, we label every variants operator ⊕ uniquely with a number in {1, . . . , n}. The individual configuration selection made for the i th ⊕-operator is stored in the i th entry θ i of the configuration vector θ ∈ {R, L, ?} n : The entry R represents the selection of the right process, L represents the selection of the left process, and ? represents the situation that none of the two alternatives has been selected so far. We call a configuration vector θ ∈ {R, L, ?} n fully configured if ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : θ i = ?. Given a well-formed PL-CCS program Prog with n variants operators and a fully configured configuration vector θ ∈ {R, L, ?} n we define a function
where R is the set of CCS programs. The function config reduces Prog to a CCS program V , where V is constructed by removing all terms in Prog which are not selected according to θ. This allows us to define the flat semantics of a PL-CCS program Prog as
where
] CCS denotes the conventional CCS semantics of the CCS program V as defined, e.g., in [Mil80] by means of SOS rules. Due to space limitations, we omit to present the original CCS-SOS rules but refer to the PL-CCS-SOS-rules given in Figure  2 , which are of the same form as the original ones but additionally carry a configuration vector. Note that feature constraints can be incorporated in the flat semantics by considering only appropriate configurations θ in Equation 2.
Unfolded Semantics Recall that in the flat semantics, a PL-CCS program gives rise to a set of transition systems, one for each fully configured configuration. In the unfolded semantics, the meaning of a PL-CCS program is defined by a single labeled transition system modeling the behavior of an entire product family. In particular, by combining the behavior of all derivable systems within one labeled transition system, it provides the basis for reducing effort in model checking, by considering commonalities between systems. Before defining the unfolded semantics we introduce a suitable transition system:
A product-line transition system (PL-LTS) with n variants operators is a tuple (S, A, ∆, σ), where S is a (countably, possibly infinite) set of states, A is a set of communication actions, and ∆ is a finite set of transition relations of the form α, ν −−→⊆ S ×S, where α ∈ A, ν ∈ {R, L, ?} n , and σ ∈ S is the start state.
Q, ν
P, ν
P, ν Given two vectors ν, ν ′ ∈ {R, L, ?} n , we call ν more general than ν ′ , denoted by
. We say that ν characterizes the set of configuration vectors {ν
Let us now elaborate on the unfolded semantics of PL-CCS programs. Similar as for CCS, we define the labeled transition relation by means of enriched SOS rules. The states of the transition system are pairs of PL-CCS process expressions paired with a vector characterizing the configurations under which this state was reached. In order to keep track of the choices for the variants operators the original SOS rules are enriched with a vector ν characterizing the configuration vectors for every transition.
Except for the variants operator ⊕, the (original) CCS rules do not influence the construction of the vectors attached to the transitions and are therefore only adjusted in order to be capable of dealing with vectors. The respective rules are given in Figure 2. For example, rules (3) and (4) express that the execution of an action-specified either directly by action-prefixing as in (4) or indirectly by a constant definition as in rule (3)-can be performed without affecting the current configuration ν, i.e. any state α.P, ν affords a transition labeled with the action α in every possible configuration ν.
Essential for the unfolded semantics is the treatment of the variants operator ⊕: Recall that it is a binary operator which allows to model a selection between two alternative processes where only one will be existing in the final system. Though looking similar to the ordinary CCS +-operator (which in a way also models a choice between alternatives), it has to be treated different, for two reasons: First, when a selection has been made, the same selection has to be taken when recursively revisiting the same ⊕-operator. Second, the choice has to be "made visibly" in the transition relation, to allow further reasoning on each configuration by model checking.
These two issues are captured by the following two SOS rules for the ⊕-operator:
Here, ν| i/x represents the updated vector ν where the entry at the i th position is replaced by the value x ∈ {R, L}. All other entries keep their values, i.e. ∀ j = i : ( ν| i/x ) j = ν j . Recall that ν i yields the i th element of the vector ν. Further note that the respective conditions of the alternative rules prevent the user from selecting a different alternative when re-entering the selection decision due to a recursive process present in CCS.
We define the unfolded semantics of a PL-CCS program Prog, denoted by [[Prog]] UF , as the PL-LTS obtained by applying the SOS rules to the main process identifier.
As an example, Figure 3 
Fig. 4. PL-LTS for the PL-CCS term
Since the presence of c.P 3 in the final configuration only requires to select the right variant at the variation point ⊕ 2 , the corresponding transition to state P 3 , ?R only fixes the second entry of the configuration vector to the value R while leaving any choice for the first entry (?). In contrast to that, the selection of either P 1 or P 2 requires to take two configuration decisions, reflected by the vectors LL and RL in the respective states P 1 , LL and P 2 , RL . A corresponding deduction (applying twice Rule 12) for the selection of the variant P 1 is given in Figure 3(b) . Note that the derivation shows that the semantics can require several configuration selections for deriving a single transition. − −− →, since the dual configuration L has already been selected. While the unfolded semantics is easily understood and does indeed represent the behavior of a PL-CCS program within a single transition system, the previous example leads one to suspect that the unfolded semantics yields non-compact transition systems. In the next section, we introduce a configured-transitions semantics, which is based on the unfolded semantics yet yields smaller transition systems.
Let us elaborate on the correctness of the unfolded semantics in a sense made precise below. Therefore, recall that two transition systems are called bisimilar, denoted by ≈, when, starting at the initial states, every transition of one system can be simulated by one of the other system and vice versa (see [Mil95] for a precise definition). From a The following theorem states that (modulo bisimulation) the systems given in terms of the flat semantics and the unfolded semantics coincide.
Theorem 1 (Correctness of unfolded semantics). Given a PL-CCS program Prog and a configuration vector θ,
Due to space limitations we omit the proof here and refer to an extended version of the paper [GLS08] .
Configured-transitions Semantics
In the following, we give a further semantics for a PL-CCS program which yields a smaller transition system and, at the same time, caters for model checking the entire product line as described in the next section. The idea is to identify states that have the same PL-CCS process term but only differ in the corresponding configuration vector. Let α,ν =⇒⊆ P × P be defined by
where α ∈ A and ν, ν ′ ∈ {L, R, ?} n and α, ν −−→ is the relation defined in the previous section.
We define the Configured-transitions semantics of a PL-CCS program Prog, denoted by [[Prog] ] CT , as the PL-LTS consisting of states reachable from the main process identifier wrt. 
Theorem 2 (Correctness of configured-transitions semantics). Given a PL-CCS program Prog and a configuration vector θ,
A corresponding proof can be found in [GLS08] .
Model Checking Product Lines
In this section, we introduce a multi-valued modal version of the µ-calculus suitable for specifying properties of individual configurations of a PL-CCS program. Furthermore, we sketch a game-based and therefore on-the-fly model checking approach for PL-CCS programs with respect to µ-calculus specifications.
We have chosen to develop our verification approach for specifications in the µ-calculus as it subsumes lineartime temporal logic as well as computation-tree logic as first shown in [EL86, Wol] and nicely summarized in [Dam94] . Therefore we can use our approach also in combination with these logics, and in particular have support for the language SALT [BLS06] used with our industrial partners.
Multi-valued modal µ-calculus combines Kozen's modal µ-calculus [Koz83] and multi-valued µ-calculus as defined by Grumberg and Shoham [SG05] in a way suitable for specifying and checking properties of PL-CCS programs. More specifically, we extend the work of [SG05] , which only supports unlabeled diamond and box operators, by providing also action-labeled versions of these operators, which is essential to formulate properties of PL-CCS programs.
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A lattice is a partially ordered set (L, ⊑) where for each x, y ∈ L, there exists (i) a unique greatest lower bound (glb), which is called the meet of x and y, and is denoted by x ⊓ y, and (ii) a unique least upper bound (lub), which is called the join of x and y, and is denoted by x ⊔ y. The definitions of glb and lub extend to finite sets of elements A ⊆ L as expected, which are then denoted by A and A, respectively. A lattice is called finite iff L is finite. Every finite lattice has a least element, called bottom, denoted by ⊥, and a greatest element, called top, denoted by ⊤. A lattice is distributive, iff x ⊓ (y ⊔ z) = (x ⊓ y) ⊔ (x ⊓ z), and, dually, x ⊔ (y ⊓ z) = (x ⊔ y) ⊓ (x ⊔ z). In a DeMorgan lattice, every element x has a unique dual element ¬x, such that ¬¬x = x and x ⊑ y implies ¬x ⊑ y. A complete distributive lattice is called Boolean iff the x ⊔ ¬x = ⊤ and x ⊓ ¬x = ⊥.
While the developments to come do not require to have a Boolean lattice, we will apply them only to the Boolean lattices given by the powerset of possible configurations. In other words, given a set of possible configurations N , the lattice considered is (2 N , ⊆) where meet, join, and dual of elements, are given by intersection, union, and complement of sets, respectively.
Multi-valued modal µ-calculus Let P be a set of propositional constants, and A be a set of action names.
3 A multi-valued modal Kripke structure (MMKS) is a tuple T = (S, {R α ( . , . ) | α ∈ A}, L) where S is a set of states, and R α ( . , . ) : S × S → L for each α ∈ A is a valuation function for each pair of states and action α ∈ A. Furthermore, L : S → L P is a function yielding for every state a function from P to L, yielding a value for each state and proposition. For PL-CCS programs, the idea is that R α (s, s ′ ) denotes the set of configurations in which there is an α-transition from state s to s ′ . It is a simple matter to translate (on-the-fly) the transition system obtained via the configured-transitions semantics into a MMKS.
A Kripke structure in the usual sense can be regarded as a MMKS with values over the two element lattice consisting of a bottom ⊥ and a top ⊤ element, ordered in the expected manner. Value ⊤ then means that the property holds in the considered state while ⊥ means that it does not hold. Similarly, R α (s, s ′ ) = ⊤ reads as there is a corresponding a transition while R α (s, s ′ ) = ⊥ means there is no α-transition. Let V be a set of propositional variables. Formulae of the multi-valued modal µ-calculus in positive normal form are given by
where q ∈ P, α ∈ A, and Z ∈ V. Let mv -L µ denote the set of closed formulae generated by the above grammar, where the fixpoint quantifiers µ and ν are variable binders. We will also write η for either µ or ν. Furthermore we assume that formulae are well-named, i.e. no variable is bound more than once in any formula. Thus, every variable Z identifies a unique subformula fp(Z) = ηZ.ψ of ϕ, where the set Sub(ϕ) of subformulae of ϕ is defined in the usual way.
The semantics of a mv -L µ formula is an element of L S -the functions from S to L, yielding for the formula at hand and a given state the satisfaction value. In our setting, this is the set of configurations for which the formula holds in the given state.
Then the semantics [[ϕ]]
T ρ of a mv -L µ formula ϕ with respect to a MMKS T = (S, {R α ( . , . ) | α ∈ A}, L) and an environment ρ : V → L S , which explains the meaning of free variables in ϕ, is an element of L S and is defined as shown in Figure 6 . We assume T to be fixed and do not mention it explicitly anymore. With ρ[Z → f ] we denote the environment that maps Z to f and agrees with ρ on all other arguments. Later, when only closed formulae are considered, we will also drop the environment from the semantic brackets.
The semantics is defined in a standard manner. The only operators deserving a discussion are the ♦ and -operators. Intuitively, α ϕ is classically supposed to hold in states that have an α-successor satisfying ϕ. In a multi-valued version, we first consider the value of α-transitions and reduce it (meet it) with the value of ϕ in the successor state. As there might be different α-transitions to different successor states, we take the best value. For PL-CCS programs, this meets exactly our intuition: A configuration in state s satisfies a formula α ϕ if it has an α-successor satisfying ϕ. Fig. 6 . Semantics of mv -L µ formulae classically supposed to hold in states for which all α-successors satisfy ϕ. In a multivalued version, we first consider the value of α-transitions and increase it (join it) with the value of ϕ in the successor state. As there might be several different α-successor states, we take the worst value. Again, this meets our intuition for PL-CCS programs: A configuration in state s satisfies a formula [α]ϕ if all α-successors satisfy ϕ.
The functionals λf.
S are monotone wrt. ⊑ for any Z, ϕ and S. According to [Tar55] , least and greatest fixpoints of these functionals exist.
Approximants of mv -L µ formulae are defined in the usual way: if fp(Z) = µZ.ϕ then
for any ordinal α and any environment ρ, and
, and Z λ := α<λ Z α .
Theorem 3 (Computation of Fixpoints, [Tar55]). For all MMKS T with state set S there is an α ∈ Ord s.t. for all s ∈ S we have: if
The following theorem states that the multi-valued modal semantics of the µ-calculus is indeed suitable for checking the different configurations of a PL-CCS program.
Theorem 4 (Correctness of Model Checking).
For all PL-CCS programs Prog = (E, P 1 ), every configuration vector ν, and formulae ϕ ∈ mv -L µ , we have
The proof follows by structural induction on the formula.
While Theorem 3 also implies a way for computing the satisfaction value of an mv -L µ -formula and a given MMKS, this naive fixpoint computation is typically expensive. Game-based approaches originating from the work by [EJS93] and [Sti95] allow model checking in a so-called on-the-fly or local fashion. In context of multi-valued µ-calculus, the game-based setting becomes technically more involved, as described in detail in [SG05] . Nevertheless, the essence of the game-based approach of computing a satisfaction value based on the so-called game graph is similar. For the multi-valued modal µ-calculus, a slight adaption of the approach taken in [SG05] yields game-based approach for the full multi-valued modal µ-calculus.
Due to space limitations, we skip details of the game-based model checking approach for the multi-valued modal µ-calculus.
Specification and Verification of a Sample Product-Line
Let us now demonstrate our approach on a simplified version of an industrial case study we have been working on. We consider a product line whose configurations realize different versions of a windscreen wiper system. Specification At first, we specify the family of systems, using the formalism introduced in Section 2. The windscreen wiper systems that we specify in our family WipFam are each built of two subcomponents: a rain sensor, Sensor , and a windscreen wiper, Wiper . Both subcomponents can be realized by two variants, a high and a low one, respectively:
The low variant SensL of the sensor is specified as follows:
The low variant SensL only detects two different environmental conditions-dry and raining-even though the environment can stimulate the sensor with three different conditions: hvy for heavy rain, ltl for little rain and non for no rain. However, this sensor cannot differ between heavy and little rain, i. e. for this sensor, hvy and ltl have the same effect, as the sensor reaches a process Raining and provides an action rain, indicating solely the fact that it is raining (without precisely characterizing the intensity). As long as no rain has been detected, the sensor provides the action noRain, respectively.
The high version of the sensor can distinguish between different degrees of rain intensity, i. e. SensH additionally differentiates heavy rain from little rain. Its PL-CCS specification is given in the following: 
In this product line, the sensors can be arbitrarily combined with two variants of windscreen wipers, WipL and WipH . In particular, for this example we have no additional non-functional dependencies between the possible variants which would restrict the set of combinatorially possible configurations.
The low version WipL offers two operation modes: (i) a manual mode with perpetual wiper arm movement (action permWip), which has to be activated explicitly by the driver, (ii) and a semi-automatic interval mode in which the wiper arm moves at a lower frequency triggered by the rain sensor (via the action rain). The high variant WipH can operate at two speeds: slow (action: slowWip) and fast (action: fastWip). Here, the wiper arm movement is fully controlled by the rain sensor and adjusts its frequency automatically to the current rain intensity. The PL-CCS program specifying the entire product line WipFam is given by the equations E1-E16. The whole program WipFam is well-formed, which allows a unique numbering of all (two) variation points as shown by Equations E2 and E3.
Verification From our example system family WipFam, we can derive four different individual systems, as we can combine the subsystem variants arbitrarily. Having specified the family in PL-CCS, we can now apply the model checking approach described in Section 3, in order to verify functional properties for configurations in the system family.
Thinking of a relevant property, for instance, one could possibly be interested in verifying for a windscreen wiping system whether or not a driver is always able to switch to automatic windscreen wiping mode. 
In our example, Property 1 holds for the set of all possible configurations L, L , R, L , L, R ,and R, R , which can be denoted by the single vector ?, ? . However, Property 2 is only satisfied in the configuration, in which the high variants of both subsystems are used, i. e. the result of applying the proposed model checking algorithm is the set containing the single configuration vector R, R . Intuitively, it is easy to see why: As the low version of the windscreen wiper does not provide a fast wiping mode, it never provides the output action fastWip. In consequence, the wind screen wiper can never wipe fast if the low version is used. However, even if the high version of the windscreen wiper is used, but combined with the low version of the rain sensor, the property is still not satisfied. The sensor is not able to provide the output action hvyRain, which would trigger the wiper to wipe fast. Using our product line specific model checking approach, we are able to identify the configurations which do and do not satisfy a verified property-and which we so far motivated only illustratively-in an automatic way.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a process algebra approach to software product lines that allows automatic analysis and verification by means of model checking. We introduced PL-CCS as a variant of Milner's CCS designed to model the overall behavior of similar software systems developed as a software product line. Its semantics can conveniently be defined in terms of multi-valued modal Kripke structures. Furthermore, we introduced multi-valued modal µ-calculus as a property specification language for systems formulated in PL-CCS. Model checking then allows to verify either an entire software product line, or, to point out which variants of the product line do not meet given correctness properties. We are currently working on algebraic properties of PL-CCS, on the integration of a dependency model for modeling feature constraints, as well as on an implementation of the proposed model checking approach.
